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COVER STORY
Cloud-Based Video Surveillance Solution: An Innovative CCTV Solution

OneAsia strives to continually improve management
systems by developing technologies that makes day-today operations easier and more secure. OneAsia cloudbased video surveillance solution integrates advanced
cloud technology along with traditional video
surveillance systems. This cloud-based video surveillance
solutions has been recognized by the HKICT Bronze
Award in 2014. Nevertheless, OneAsia continues to
improve the system with the new built-in features that
would further simplify the overall management of the
CCTV recorded video.
With unlimited storage at no additional capital cost, the
OneAsia Cloud-Based video surveillance solution provide storage on-demand and eliminates the necessity of
large upfront investment. Other innovative features such as motion detection, camera status alert and 7x24
event alert are included which help to enhance efficiency and lower the total cost of ownership. The new builtin file archive and search function also enables clients to retrieve required footages from the cloud easily through
an indexing system where they can caption and tag a title to a specific time period. Real-time monitoring
capability is also included to assist users to identify and respond to events immediately.

Efficient
Enterprises can easily access the recording video through the index, directly from the local PC and the central
cloud server from anytime, anywhere via internet connected devices or local viewer software.

Scalable with Unlimited Storage
OneAsia cloud server provides unlimited capacity for video storage. Without upfront investment, capacity can be
adjusted easily based on business needs.

Lower Cost of Ownership
Drastically reduce customer’s investment in IT facilities through round-the clock IT support, allowing enterprises
to focus resources in transforming businesses to fulfill new market demands.

Secure
System administrator can take full control of video retrieval access; passwords can be set to authorized users
only.

Reliable and Redundant
Video backup on cloud server provides redundancy in case of disk failures. In addition, the alert features can help
to ensure successful recording.
OneAsia Cloud-Based Video Surveillance Solution is on pay-as-you-grow basis, providing great flexibility and
scalability to users. Housed in OneAsia’s world class data centre equipped with advanced data encryption
technology and network management, data stored in OneAsia’s data centre are highly secure and safe.

COMPANY UPDATES
OneAsia Delivers Speed and Reliability Through Microsoft Azure’s ExpressRoute

As a leading IT services and cloud solutions provider in the region, OneAsia is happy to announce that we're taking
our connectivity services one step further, with our debut as the first Asia-focused System Integrator of Microsoft
Azure’s ExpressRoute.
OneAsia clients can now take advantage of Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute's ability to extend on-premises networks
into the Microsoft cloud over a dedicated private connection facilitated by a connectivity provider.
ExpressRoute connections sidestep the public Internet, instead using OneAsia’s private connection to connect
Microsoft Azure and your Data Center. This guarantees security, reliability, lower latencies, and blazing-fast data
speeds up to 10Gbps.
Clients who sign up for our Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute service enjoy, among other things:

•Connectivity to Microsoft cloud services: Using ExpressRoute, you can now establish connections
to a wide series of Microsoft cloud services – among them Microsoft Azure, Office 365, and CRM Online.

•Layer 3 connectivity: multiple dynamic routing protocol (BGP) sessions exchange routes between
your on-premises network, your instances in Azure, and Microsoft public addresses

•Connectivity to all regions within a geopolitical region: Once you connect to Microsoft in one
of our peering locations, you get access to all regions within the geopolitical region

•Multiple supported bandwidth options: ExpressRoute circuits are available for a wide range of
bandwidths, from 50 Mbps to 10 Gbps
“This partnership comes at a most opportune time,” explains Mr. Charles Lee, Founder and CEO of OneAsia. “As
prime provider of best-in-class data center services, connectivity and cloud-based solutions for premier enterprise
Internet experience, the tie-up between OneAsia and Microsoft Azure can only increase our edge and deliver
better value to the clients we serve.”

NEW PROJECTS
OneAsia Provides Hybrid Cloud Solution to a Statutory Body

OneAsia recently provides the hybrid cloud solution to a well-established
statutory body in Hong Kong. The organization is an international marketing arm
for Hong Kong-based manufacturers, traders and service providers. In order to
provide a more stable and secure environment for its abundant amount of trade
database and data storage, this organization adopts OneAsia’s hybrid cloud
solution which provides a secure and climate-controlled environment with lower
fixed cost. The statutory body can now continue to strive their excellence to
create opportunities for HK companies without hesitation. Learn more about OneAsia’s services at
http://www.oneas1a.com/

Providing Application Acceleration Network (AAN) to a Shopping Mall in Tsim Sha Tsui
OneAsia is honored to provide Application Acceleration Network (AAN)
solutions to a shopping mall in Tsim Sha Tsui. With the escalating traffic
between Hong Kong and China, AAN induces faster response time at
accessing cross-border applications through dedicated routes for
customers to avoid traffic bottleneck. Learn more about OneAsia at
http://www.oneas1a.com/

EVENTS
OneAsia Joined HKEX Ecosystem
As one of the members in HKEX
Ecosystem, OneAsia attended HKEX
Hosting Services Ecosystem Forum on 22
April 2016 in HKEX Auditorium. The event
focused
on
sharing
the
latest
development of different IT technology
and product initiatives for finance
industry. We were delighted to be part of
the forum to share our latest solutions
and development with industry experts.

OneAsia Joined Microsoft’s Ignite Event
As one of the valued partners of Microsoft,
OneAsia attended Microsoft Ignite on January
26th in JW Marriott Hotel of Hong Kong. The
event consisted of two major topics, namely
Cybersecurity and Hybrid Cloud. During the
panel discussion of Hybrid Cloud, OneAsia,
together with Microsoft, Equinix and TVB,
showcased and shared the successful story of
our Express Connect to Any Cloud Solution. ECAC
provides private connection between our data
centers and client’s IT infrastructure with data
speed up to 10Gbps to enable a fast, reliable and
secure cloud platform connection, which can be
extended to client’s China operation at the same
connectivity efficiency. We were delighted to
meet many industry intelligence experts at the
event exchanging innovative ideas.

OneAsia Organized a Joyful Cocktail Party
On November 6th, OneAsia hosted a cocktail
party in Wooloomooloo Causeway Bay of
Hong Kong. Customers were invited to enjoy
the refreshment and nightview there. The
presence of customers made this night
joyful and memorable. Thank you for
supporting OneAsia in 2015!

Participated in the Finance and Investment Forum Asia

OneAsia participated in the Finance and Investment
Forum (FIF Asia) at Conrad Hotel of Hong Kong on
November 12th. Hosted by BroadGroup, an
information services company focused on datacenter
and cloud, FIF Asia was a 1-day forum bringing
together the leaders of cloud and datacenter
companies. OneAsia was invited to a panel discussion
regarding data center and cloud valuations and a data
center leadership roundtable.

Sponsored Orbis for the Moonwalker Event and Walk for Sight 2016
OneAsia
always
treasures
the
opportunities to fulfil his social
responsibility. On November 7th, OneAsia
sponsored Orbis’s moonwalker event for
supporting global eye health. Our
colleagues joined and walked for 20km
from Sham Shui Po to Tseung Kwan O in
order to raise the funding.
On the other hand, we also sponsored the
event Orbis Walk for Sight 2016. The
event took place on March 13, 2016
(Sunday). Our colleagues went for a 14km
hiking in Tai Tam Country Park in spite of
the bad weather.

Awards
OneAsia Wins at HKAI 2015 for the Technological Achievement

OneAsia is honored to announce the winning of “2015 Hong Kong Awards for Industries: Technological Achievement
Certificate of Merit”, underscoring the success and the capabilities of its latest solutions, Cloud Orchestrator. Cloud
Orchestrator was selected among the large nomination pool and a rigorous judging process by some of the most respected
minds in the industry. It is a cloud management system allowing enterprises to move applications into virtualised
infrastructure.
The Award Ceremony was already held on December 14th at HKCEC of Hong Kong. Find out more about Cloud Orchestrator
at http://www.oneas1a.com/cloud-orchestrator

Executives of OneAsia Win at OICTAA 2015
OneAsia’s Dominic Wong and Michael Chan
have both been awarded the Outstanding ICT
Achiever Awards –Sales/ Marketing/Business
Development (OICTAA ) from Hong Kong
Computer Society. OICTAA aims to give
honour and recognition to the Information
and Communications Technology (ICT)
professionals who have made significant
contributions to the ICT industry in Hong
Kong. The award ceremony was held at the
Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre
on 25 November.
This award will further boost OneAsia’s
confidence to strive for better solutions for
customers.
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